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Hi everyone! I'm Gauri, a second year
History and English student from
Singapore, and your International Rep
(pictured here on my flight to London
about a year ago, when I was in the
same position you're all in now). I hope
this guide helps you out with the
moving process, and feel free to reach
out to me at
gauri.kumar@merton.ox.ac.uk, @gaur1k
on Instagram (shameless plug) or Gauri
Kumar on Facebook if you want to talk
more -- I can't wait to meet you all in
October!!
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Before you arrive...
Visas
The university should have sent you an in-depth guide on how to
apply for your student visa, but generally the process is:
1. Fill out the application form (once you have received your
CAS number) and pay for your health surcharge
2. Make an attend an appointment to provide biometric data for
your visa
3. Collect your passport with your visa in it!
The Oxford webpage with guidance can be found here

Insurance & Medical Care
You may choose to get travel insurance before you arrive in the
UK - this is up to you and the university/college does not require
you to be insured. If you want to purchase a plan, do check with
the agency that you'll be able to communicate with them and use
their services while in Oxford before buying coverage,
As part of your visa application, you would have paid the
Immigration Health Surcharge (IHS), which entitles you to use the
National Health Service free of charge (EU students may not
have to pay this charge, or may get a rebate, if they have an EHIC
-- to see if you qualify check this link). You don't need to pay for
additional health coverage, as you will be able to use the NHS for
anything you might need, and if you choose to, make sure that
your insurance is accepted by a clinic near Oxford. In any case,
do bring copies of any relevant medical records with you to
share with your doctor if you need to (e.g., vaccination records)

On Arrival!
Transport
If you are flying into the UK, you will likely land in London,
Birmingham, or Manchester - you can get trains from any of these
cities to Oxford railway station, about 1.6km from Merton's main site.
Alternatively, if you're entering the UK from London, you can take
the Airline coach (from Heathrow or Gatwick airport, linked here) or
the Oxford Tube (from points in London) -- these run 24/7, are fairly
frequent, and drop you less than 100m from Merton's main site, so I
would recommend taking these!

Phone Plans
You will need a UK phone number to sign up for services, and
having access to data makes life a lot easier, so I would strongly
recommend buying a SIM when you get to the UK. You can opt for a
pay-as-you-go plan or get a phone contract -- here's a rundown of
both:
Pay-as-you-go
Phone contract
Pay for a set amount of data
Pay monthly for a set period of
(usually with unlimited calls
months
and texts) as and when you
Will have to pay in when
need it
abroad
Don't need to pay in when
You'll have to pass a credit
you're abroad
check to get a contract, new
Slightly more expensive per
bank accounts are unlikely to
GB of data
pass

Banking
It is absolutely imperative that you open a bank account in the UK, or at
least have access to multi-currency bank account that you can use in
the UK, as soon as possible after entering the country to save yourself
money and stress. Popular banks in the UK you can choose from
include NatWest, HSBC and Lloyds, all of which have branches in
Oxford. To open an account, you will need a signed letter of enrolment
(the letter can be downloaded from Student Self Service, here, and you
can get it signed in the Academic Office, Fellows 4:1), your offer letter,
and passport -- as a result, you can only open an account once you get
to Oxford and set up your university email. In the meantime, bring cash
and a card to use when needed.

Transfers
You will have to transfer money from a different currency to yourself
often, and the best way to do so - in my opinion - is through currency
exchange apps like Wise (Transferwise), as this generally turns out to be
the cheapest and quickest way to do this. Other options are just
transferring money through your bank or taking cash out in one
currency, changing it, and depositing it in your other bank account when
you reach the UK.

Finances

Studying at -- and living in -- Oxford can be pricey! Accommodation
fees, about 1,500 GBP per term this year, is paid termly, while tuition is
paid yearly, although if you would prefer to pay this in three equal
installments, you can ask to do so. You may need to come in early or
leave late, and vacation residence is billed at around 25 GBP per day,
although you might be able to get a refund on that if you're doing
something academic during your time.

STUFF! An introduction
Ah the age-old dilemma - and what a dilemma it is! You might have a
baggage allowance of anywhere from 20-40kg which you have to lug
across Oxford's picturesque cobblestones, while the home students are
entitled to whatever they can fit in their cars, their parents trucking their
whole lives up to university and unpacking it all for them. No, I'm not
bitter at all....
What I'm trying to say is to save yourself effort (and money) you
should pack whatever you're sure to use - of course, that doesn't mean
that you should come with nothing. You live in Oxford now, at least
for half the year, and you want to make it feel home-y. That means
hitting a balance between having everything you'll ever need, while
not having anything you won't. Of course, this equation is very
personal, so I've included a couple different packing lists on the next
page to illustrate what it might look like for you. Although most of the
list is personal, there are a couple essentials which I'll highlight below.

ST PACK
U
M

Clothes for 1-2 weeks, stuff you'd wear
daily
Some formal clothing
Medication you use often, of all sorts
(pills but also contacts/spare pairs of
glasses) - it is difficult to get meds here
Cables and adapters for your
electronics
Snacks and instant meals from home
Mementos from home

A memento I brought -- my
favourite stuffed toy
Giraffi (the giraffe)

STUFF! Packing lists
GAURI'S:

4 pairs of shoes (everyday sneakers,
alternates for other outfits, formal
flats + heels)
Fuzzy slippers for indoors
Formal coat, everyday coat
5-8 "going out" tops for clubbing,
parties etc (you can buy these here)
5-8 "everyday" tops
2 formal shirts (including sub fusc)
2 formal skirts (including sub
fusc)
2-4 everyday/going out skirts
A yellow puffe
r jacket (yellow
3-5 sweaters
is important)
3 pairs of jeans
, 4 pairs of swe
atpants
2-4 thermal inners (Uniqlo!)
2 hoodies, 5 sw
e
aters to wear e
4-5 pyjamas
very day
A fleece, mitten
s
,
and a scarf
2-4 pairs of jeans/trousers
Crocs, sneaker
s, leather shoes
undergarments for 2 weeks
.I
waterproofed m
y sneakers, wo
uld’ve been
miserable if I did
n’t.
3 formal trouse
rs, a suit, 4 form
al shirts. 2 ties
and a belt.
4 pairs of night
clothes.
Pictures of my
family, art for m
y room
Lots of India - U
K plug adapters
, charging
strip, hair drye
r, writing tablet,
kindle
Umbrella, rainc
oat

PARAM'S:

Introduction to Oxford - the city
A lot of the adults I spoke to after getting my offer thought that Oxford
University was in London -- it is definitely not, but the city of Oxford has a
lot to offer! It's a beautiful, exciting place and I promise you that you'll fall in
love with it. I thought the best way to illustrate this was through an annotated
map of the city, that you'll find here https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?
mid=1vAHmVAXBQuLqJHNLV-q_78tpEHfLbBg&usp=sharing

A few pictures of
Oxford in all its glory :)
As you'll be able to tell from the map, Merton is very central - you are not
more than a 15 minute walk away from your lectures, no matter which
faculty you're in., and you're about the same distance from most things you
might want to do. If you're confident enough on a bike to ride it on busy
roads, and you'd like to use it as a form of exercise, or you want to travel
faster, you can buy a bike, but it isn't necessary. Other ways of travelling
around/in and out of the city include the bus system - there are lots of busses
in Oxford, and the cheapest way to use them is downloading the Oxford Bus
Company app and buying a "day pass" for 4 GBP, allowing you unlimited
travel on busses which stay within Oxford - otherwise, each journey on a
bus will cost you around 2-3 GBP. You can get taxis if you choose, but Oxford
is a largely pedestrianised city so it might get inconvenient. Rideshare apps
that operate in the UK include Uber and Freenow.

What to buy here + where to buy it
In addition to everything that you might want to carry with you because
you already own them and you don't want duplicates, or they're more
readily available/cheaper in your home country, there's also a lot of stuff
you should be buying in the UK.
A water filter (eg from Brita, but there are loads of brands) - Water in
the UK can taste a bit different than what you're used to at home, and
having a jug of water you regularly fill helps to keep you drinking
enough. This can be bought at Robert Dyas, or online on Amazon
Cutlery, crockery, cookware - Forks, plates, and pans are all
necessary (I would say 2x fork, spoon, knife, plus chopsticks if you
want, 2x plates, 1x bowl, 1x saucepan and a spoon) but can take up space
in your suitcase. Would recommend buying these on Amazon for the
cheapest options, but also available at Tesco or John Lewis
Bedding (mattress protector, pillow, pillowcase, bedsheet, duvet and
duvet cover) - will take up way too much space but a must-have!
Highly recommend purchasing on Amazon as soon as you arrive and
ordering to college (just order to Merton College Oxford, OX1 4JD, and
put your name in as the recipient), but if you can't wait you can buy this
at John Lewis. Do not scrimp on bedding, especially pillows, it's the
worst feeling ever. 10 togs for the duvet will keep you warm in winter
but not too hot in the summer
Decor - would recommend bringing some mementos but there are
cheap options for decor in the UK - the app "Free prints" allows you to
print off up to 40 pictures per month for just the cost of postage, and it's
a great way to make your room look a bit nicer, as is Primark for
throw pillows, picture frames etc
Academic Dress - you will need to buy a mortar board (the graduation
cap) and a gown (weird black cloth thing) - unless you know someone
from Oxford who has a spare, I'd recommend buying this here, at the
secondhand sale in college, or Shepherd and Woodward on High
Street for a new one

Introduction to Oxford - the
university
Oxford University has existed since the 13th century - it's actually older than the
Aztec Empire! -- and so it's a place steeped in history, following some pretty...
unique... rules. As a result, it can cause a lot of culture shock for anyone who
attends, but especially international students. Here's a run-down of some of the
more important stuff to note:
Dates of Term - Oxford has three "terms," or semesters. The first runs from
October to December and is called Michaelmas, the second runs from
January to March and is called Hilary, and the third runs from April to June
and is called Trinity. Each term consists of 8 weeks of teaching, but you are
generally expected to arrive by the Thursday before "full term" (aka the
Thursday before Week 1) as there are informal assessments on Friday and
Saturday. At the end of every term, you have to vacate and clear your room,
moving all of your stuff to the International Storage Room. If you need to stay
past Week 8, or arrive before Week 0 (the week before Week 1) in any term,
you need to apply for vacation residence, commonly known as "vac res."
Dining - Merton offers "formal hall," or, "formal," 4-6x a week - these are
three course dinners which cost the same as regular dinner (around 4 GBP)
so they are generally quite popular. You are expected to wear your gown to
these dinners if you attend, and slightly more formal clothing, although you
could probably get away with jeans/a skirt and a sweater. There are also
"black tie" formals termly, which are slightly more expensive but always
very very cool, and themed cultural formals such as Hanukkah or Diwali
formal. Regular meals are filling and nutritious, if not always super flavourful,
and you have to book the meals you want by 10:30am the day before - or
Friday 10:30 AM for meals on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
Balls - Colleges and societies both hold balls, black or white tie events with
open bars, silent discos, and DJs - Merton is holding one in November! These
are exciting, fun events but are also quite expensive, going from 80 GBP to
250. As a result, most people will only attend 1 or 2 balls while going to
Oxford, so don't feel pressure to get to every single one! If you want cheaper
outfit options for these, other students often offer rentals.

Introduction to Oxford - the
university
Oxford Jargon Explained - a Glossary
Battels - Fees you pay to college termly to cover your accommodation/fines
Blue - awarded to sportspeople who represent the University
Bod - The Bodleian, the main library in Oxford (on Broad Street)
Bod Card - A blue card, your Student ID / library card
Bop - Costume parties thrown by college every two weeks - free to attend!
Carfax - The junction of High St., St. Aldates, Queen St., and Cornmarket St.
Collections - assessments at the start of every term
DPOP/POP - (deputy) principal of postmasters, people in charge of discipline
- to be (D)POPed is to be caught breaking a rule and fined for it
Entz - Entertainment, events hosted by the JCR (specifically Joe and Zander)
Fellow - Professor or other professor-type character within the college
Hack - derogatory term for someone involved in "the Union"
JCR - Junior Common Room - both an actual place in college and an
organisation which all undergrads are a part of, including you !
Matriculation - A strange ceremony which officially admits you into Oxford,
end of Week 1, traditionally followed up by a looot of drinking
Noughth/ 0th Week - Week before 1st week in any term. Weeks before this
week are also counted downward (e.g. -1st week, -2nd week)
Pidge - Either your own pigeonhole, a mailbox of sorts, or the room where
all the pigeonholes are. As a verb, it means to send someone something
through their pigeonhole (e.g., "I pidged you some chocolate!")
Porter - The very nice people who sit at the front of the college, in the
Porters' Lodge (Plodge), and will help you with anything you might need
Prelims - Exams in Trinity of first year.
Tute - Tutorials, main method of teaching in Oxford - super intense but fun!
The Union - Oxford Union, not the Student Union, a speakers' club which
hosts a lot of famous people but also costs a looot to join, home to a lot of
student politics
Vac - The vacation periods

Introduction to Merton - the college
While you are a member of Oxford University, you will probably find
yourself spending a lot of time in Merton specifically - this is where you'll eat,
sleep, socialise (at least in part) and study. Merton arranges your teaching
through your degree, so most of your classes will be taught by professors
here, with students who also go to Merton. Entertainment and welfare
events are also organised by colleges, although there are university wide
events (through university-wide clubs) that you can attend as well. With this
in mind, it's probably a good idea to understand what Merton looks like!
Lodge: the main entry point to
Merton
Hall: in front quad, opposite the
entry from the lodge
College Bar: at the junction of
Front Quad and St. Alban’s Quad
Grove: Grove 1.3 is where the
College Nurse can be found.
Merton Street, Rose Lane and
North Lodge: first year
accommodation (where you’ll be
living!)
JCR: between St Alban’s Quad and
Fellows’ Garden
Old Warden's Lodgings: known
as OWL, this is one of the
libraries. the other is Mob, in Mob
Quad (the oldest Quad in the
world!)

Above - Fellows' Garden in the
summer, maybe one of the most
pretty places in the world, and
right, Front Quad in the spring.
How excited are you?!

Adapting to life in the UK - common
culture shocks
Weather
By November, the average temperature is under 10° C and it stays
like that until April, the temperature being coldest in December-Feb
(around 5° C average). It rarely snows and the temperature gets up to
25° C regularly by the summer term. Hours of sunlight vary greatly
from 5 in January to 16 hours in June - it can get gloomy in Hilary, but
remember that sunny days are coming soon!

Health

It is a relatively lengthy process to be prescribed medication in the
UK, and some things which you might get over-the-counter in your
home country (e.g. low-strength antibiotics) are prescription only
here. Do ensure that you have enough stock of any medicines you
may need to last you at least 4 weeks, so you have time to set up with
a doctor - some choose to bring a term's worth of some medications
with them every time.

Alcohol
There is strong drinking/party culture in the UK that you may not be
used to, especially given that nightclubs + bars have been closed for
the last 2.5 years in many places. If you are inexperienced but want to
drink, college settings are generally a safe place to try alcohol, but
don't feel any pressure to at all. A lot of people at Oxford do not drink
at all, and enjoy themselves loads! Remember to be safe and careful :)

Opening Hours
If you're coming from outside of Europe, or from a bigger city, you
might want to note that most businesses close by 5pm, especially on
Sundays. During the week, Westgate is usually open till 8 and some
restaurants too, but past 9pm it becomes significantly more difficult to
find a place to eat (unless you go to a kebab van), and you won't be able
to get any shopping done.

Adapting to life in the UK continued
Apart from these major culture shocks, you'll probably encounter a million
minor ones - did you know that in British slang, "peak" means bad, not good? and moving so far away from your home can make you feel lonely and
homesick at times, so here are some expert suggestions on how to combat
homesickness and learn to love your new home from me and my fellow
international friends!

1. Join a club associated with your home
country - e.g India Society or Polish
Society
2. Bring snacks from home, cook comfort
meals or find good restaurants to go to
when you're missing home
3. Make some friends from your home
country if possible - find a way to
celebrate things which are important to
you
4. Socialise with others - people are often in
the college bar, and it's a nice place to
hang out regardless of whether you're
drinking
5. Talk to your family and friends from
home regularly, and remember that
you're never too far from a term break!

Final words...

If things are starting to feel like they are too much to handle (jet-lag, too many
things to remember, the stress of sorting out practical things like opening a bank
account for the first time by yourself, and feeling isolated from home), don’t
worry. Almost everyone, including local students, will feel this at some point. I’ve
been through this before and will help you any way I can!
We also have a large and capable welfare team. Shiv and Kieran (also an
international student!), our student Welfare Reps, are there any time you need to
talk. Your college parents are another port of call for advice, as is your
international mentor. The Chaplain, Welfare Advisor and the Junior Deans for
Welfare are always an option if you want to talk to a non-student. We’re here to
help and remember no problem is ever too small or insignificant. Don’t hesitate to
drop us an email, take us aside or give us a call.
Important things to remember to bring:
- Valid passport or national ID card (with a visa if needed)
- Records of vaccinations and other relevant medical documents
- Your letter of acceptance from Oxford
- Sponsorship letters – useful for opening a bank account in Oxford
- Photo ID from home country – helpful for opening a bank account
- Proof of accommodation – again useful for opening a bank account
- Enough British currency to cover your expenses in the first couple of days Some warm clothing for when you arrive (October is cold and wet here!)
- Insurance documents if you have any insurance.
Some Useful Contacts:
- Council for International Students: A site that has loads of useful information on
the life of the international student in the UK: www.ukcisa.org.uk.
- Oxford University’s website: Have a look at the Oxford University guidelines
and advice: www.ox.ac.uk/students.
Looking forward to having you here!!!! Merton is such a warm, welcoming
community that settling in should not be an issue at all - enjoy your summer and
hope to see you soon!
Yours Internationally, Gauri

